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Little attention to social sectors

Maharashtra
gets flak foa
poor spend

Madhavi Raladhyaksha I rNN diagnostic tests for a corre-
sponding Rs 204 that the gov-
ernment spent. Calling this "an
unhealthy ratio", noted paedl-
atrician and public health re' '

searcher Abhay Bang said oqt-' . l
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he Planning Com-
mission has
slammed Maha-
rashtra for its poor
spending on the so-

cial sector in the recently re-
leased India Human Develop-
ment Report 2011. However, it
has praised the state for its im-
pressive literacy rate.

Santosh Mehrotra, director
general of the Institute of Ap-
plied Manpower Research
which prepared the plan panel
report, told TOI that the poor
expenditure resulted in poor
outcomes as was evident by Ma-
harashtra's lagging indicators
across sectors.

"The actual outcome indi-
cators of Maharashtra don't
look very good in comparison
to the national average," he
said, referring to the state's
high incidence of poverty poor
child sex ratio, rampant mal'
nutrition,lack of jobs and high
rate of farm suicides, despite
its high per capita income.

"Effectively if you take
Mumbai and Pune out of the
state, Maharashtra is on par
with poorer states," observed
Mehrotra, saying the poor
spending reflected the priori-
ties of the state.

The out-of-pocket-spending
on healthcare in the state. for
instance was frve times the gov-
ernment spending.

People spent roughly Rs
1,006 mainly on medicines and

of-pocket expenses wele a
ing cause of impoverishr
"Even the lower
into debt as they
ability to bear
penses today," he

The Plannins
mission's
come at a tim€
state is already faci[g
flak over poor welfare.

Union minister for ru- .

ral development Jairam
Ramesh recently rapDedthe
state government for its
performance in providing jobs
under the Centre's flagship ru-
ral employment guarantee
scheme. This, even as farmer
suicides in the eastern belt of
Vidarbha continue unabated.

A Ramaiah, professor and
chairperson, centre for the
study of social exclusion and
inclusive policy, TISS, said it
was unfortunate that no pollti-
calparty took up the agenda of
budget allocations and spend-
ing on thesocial sector.

"There are grave social im-
plications of such poor state
spending. Not only will starva-
tion go up amongthe masses, it
could result in abacklash such
as crimes rising, particularly
more economic offences-" he
pointed out.
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